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Abstract
In the discussions surrounding aid effectiveness, donors such as the World Bank and
the United States have increasingly demanded lower levels of corruption among
their recipients. Development advocacy NGOs and officials in recipient countries
have responded by insisting on increased transparency from donors about aid
projects. We ask the next logical question: Does donor transparency affect recipient
corruption levels? If more information is available about donor activities at the
level of individual projects in given recipient countries, less space ought to remain
for bureaucrats or contractors to divert or misuse the committed funds. We
measure aid transparency by quantifying the breadth of project information
provided by donors. We explore the relationship between our measure of donor
transparency and corruption levels in recipient countries. Drawing information
from AidData, we use propensity score matching to account for selection effects,
where more transparent donors may be inclined to target less corrupt countries.
The matching technique also enables greater confidence about the causal effects of
donor transparency on recipient corruption. We find that more transparent aid in
the aggregate appears to lead to lower corruption levels within recipient countries.

“Sunlight is said to be the best of disinfectants.”1
– Justice Louis Brandeis

Introduction
Champions of aid call for more money to lift more people out of poverty (Sachs
2005; Barder 2006). Aid critics vigorously contest these demands, asserting that aid
often – if not always – does more harm than good (Easterly 2006; Moyo 2009). Aid
champions and critics agree about little, it seems. But on one point they sing in
unison: aid should be more transparent (Easterly 2009; Barder 2009).
The consensus within the aid community holds that more and higher‐quality
information about aid should have many positive effects on outcomes valued by all
interested parties. Transparency enables better coordination among donors. It
makes greater specialization between donor agencies possible. It enhances the
ability of recipient governments to effectively plan their budget expenditures. It
allows stakeholders in both donor and recipient countries to engage the aid process
more efficiently. It allows for learning based on accumulation of research, shared
evaluations, and best practices. And critically, greater information about aid
permits citizens, the media, and watchdog groups to hold governments and their
contractors accountable for how the aid is used.
It is this last point that motivates the present research. We ask a basic question
that follows from the nearly universal enthusiasm for aid transparency: does
donors’ provision of more comprehensive aid information make recipient countries
Louis D. Brandeis, 1932, “What Publicity Can Do,” Other People’s Money, chapter 5, p. 92. First
published in Harper’s Weekly, December 20, 1913.
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less corrupt? The idea is relatively simple: donors – such as the World Bank, the
United States, and the European Community – making their aid more transparent
should leave less space for recipient governments and their contractors to capture
the aid through corruption or otherwise divert it for unstated purposes. As an aside,
slightly more than one half of development assistance comes from multilateral
organizations in the form of loans at rates below what the recipients can secure
through international financial markets; the remainder of development assistance
comes from bilateral aid organizations in the form of grants. Because some
recipients are especially dependent upon foreign aid to supplement government
revenue, and those same aid‐dependent countries also tend to be the most corrupt
on average, aid transparency may have a significant impact on dampening levels of
corruption overall.
Of course, assessing this claim empirically may not prove as simple as stating the
argument or telling illustrative stories. One problem is selection bias. That is,
donors that value transparency may indeed make more information available about
their aid. But at the same time transparent donors may also specifically target less
corrupt countries as recipients of their aid. Such donors may thus extend the ethos
of transparency to the selection of their beneficiaries. This would make it difficult to
know whether transparent aid at time T1 caused a change in corruption levels at T2,
or whether transparent donors just selected recipients based on current low levels
of corruption or expected future low levels of corruption.
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This potential problem requires careful attention to statistical modeling in a way
that accounts for selection effects, which we address here using propensity score
matching. Extracting information from nearly one million projects totaling $4.2
trillion in AidData from all major multilateral and bilateral donors, we first partition
the sample into seven segments ranked according recipients’ likelihood of receiving
aid from the more transparent donors such as the European Community as an
international organization, the Netherlands, and Sweden; we then perform
regression analysis on each of the seven subclasses assessing the effects of aid
transparency on corruption levels. We can then combine the results to produce an
overall estimate of the effects of aid transparency on corruption.
Additionally, we check robustness through partitioning the data into subclasses
reflecting the six different levels of corruption. We set a threshold for treatment
indicating high transparency, and then we match “treatment” observations exactly
to “control” counterparts using propensity scores generated by logistic regression.
Discarding the observations not needed after the match, we perform regression
analysis on the matched sample. The results produced by both methods strongly
suggest that greater donor transparency leads to lower recipient corruption. In
what follows, we situate this argument within the broader literatures on aid
transparency and government corruption, develop the argument logically, describe
our data and estimation procedures, perform the analysis, and explore the findings.
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Literature
Prior research indicates that small improvements in government transparency
have yielded significant positive outcomes. When local governments are held
accountable by central governments, non‐governmental organizations or citizens,
the delivery of public policy improves to become more efficient. This has been found
for development projects delivered by both non‐governmental and governmental
organizations (Olken 2007; Bjorkman and Svensson 2009; Duflo et al. 2008).
Transparency, it seems, may decrease the incentive to provide inferior services.
Additional studies indicate that media scrutiny combined with government
transparency especially decreases corruption. If the media is not able to report on
the government in a way that the constituents can effectively interpret, the incentive
structure for corruption remains largely unchanged. This work holds that
transparency will only effectively improve aid if the proper groups are able to use
the newly freed information to pinpoint problems and to support their demands for
reform (Ferraz and Finan 2008; Francken et al. 2008; Eisenee and Stromberg 2007;
Bailard 2009).
Alternatively, some analysts claim that transparency may have undesirable
consequences. In the public sector, transparency may generate increased demand
for particularly successful agencies or programs. These organizations have limited
resources and must then divert energy from the substance of their work to try and
accommodate new demands and requests for more information. In other situations,
transparency may cause agents within development bureaucracies to seek projects
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that will make the organization look good rather than where need is greatest or
where the agency has a comparative advantage (Prat, 2005; Gavazza and Lizzeri,
2007; Dranove, 2003). This body of work asserts that corruption should not
necessarily be the first criterion for determining aid allocation. Need, economic
growth potential, the requirements of a specific subset of the population, and other
factors should determine aid allocation first; the corruption level of the recipient
country ought to be secondary.
However, these objections assume that bureaucratic experts have a better sense
of what they should do for the public good than the public itself. And as the
literature on bureaucracies has amply demonstrated, it is probably safer to assume
that bureaucrats are prone to pursue their own idiosyncratic preferences, which
may include self‐preservation, self‐enrichment, a simplified task environment, or an
ossified set of organizational principles (Moe 1990; Barnett and Finnemore 2004).
While transparency may make the lives of government bureaucrats more difficult,
the benefits of more public information seem to greatly outstrip the costs.
Unfortunately, the empirical literature on the effects of aid transparency –
particularly with regards to corruption – is small, so we are hopeful that the present
study may help build scholarship in a promising, if underdeveloped, area of
research.
Much better developed is the literature on the causes of corruption. Factors that
appear to determine levels of corruption include electoral systems, the majority
religion, GDP per capita, and colonial heritage. It also seems that cultural
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expectations and economic conditions can change the way that people respond to
corruption (Treisman, 2007; Adsera et al., 2003; Persson, 2003; Serra, 2006; Billger
and Goel, 2009; Swamy et al., 2001). Of particular interest to this study, Adsera et al.
(2003) and Treisman (2007) find that countries with higher levels of newspaper
readership have lower corruption scores. This supports the notion that information
asymmetries facilitate corruption. The crucial difference between private and public
information lessens when citizens can ask questions about government actions and
journalists can report freely on potential instances of corruption without physical
threat or fear of economic or legal persecution. It is this mechanism, among a range
of other plausible alternatives, that likely causes corruption to decline in the face of
increased transparency.

Argument
We thus hypothesize that more transparent aid from donors causes corruption
to decline. As the share of aid that a given recipient collects from transparent
donors increases, more is known about the details of specific development projects
implemented within that recipient country. The greater degree of information
enables interested parties – be they non‐governmental watchdog groups,
journalists, or ordinary citizens – to track the projects and verify that the money
was spent for its intended purpose. When discrepancies between planned
development activities and those actually implemented are identified, activists can
trigger “fire alarms” that require politicians in the donor government – and perhaps
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even in the recipient government – to account for the project in question (see
McCubbins and Schwartz 1984).
A micro‐foundational logic underpins this argument. Governments and
international organizations (IOs) make information about their actions public when
it serves the interests of the politicians in office in the former case and their
appointees to governing boards of IOs in the latter. Drawing on the work of
pioneers in the agency literature (Coase 1937, Alchian and Demsetz 1972, Kiewiet
and McCubbins 1990), we can imagine strong incentives for politicians and their IO
appointees to hide their actions from voters, who form the ultimate “collective”
principal with the authority to punish politicians and IO board members (Nielson
and Tierney 2003, Lyne 2009). Hidden information enables politicians and IO
delegates to pursue their own preferences – be they policy outcomes, longer terms,
higher office, or more money – without meddling from their citizen employers.
Thus, the voters in the collective principal can achieve their objectives of better
public policy with lower taxes only if they can learn where politicians and IO board
members – and their subsequent agents, the bureaucrats – are slacking.
Transparency enables voters to reduce the information asymmetry and achieve
ends closer to their ideal points. Indeed, struggles over transparency mark the
political histories of most developed countries and the recent experience of IOs,
with the balance tilting toward voters as collective principal over time.
Aid transparency provides a particularly challenging test to this argument about
voters’ ability to reduce information asymmetries. Indeed, voters in donor
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countries do not receive the benefits of foreign aid directly and thus cannot monitor
government policy in the same way, for example, they might notice the quality of
their nearby roads, schools, or hospitals. And IOs are yet one more step (or more)
removed from voters, who are spread across numerous member countries. In both
cases monitoring of foreign aid can only happen at great distances, and the primary
beneficiaries cannot directly influence the incentives of their benefactors. And this
likely reduces the interest and effectiveness of voters in monitoring foreign aid
outcomes (Martens et al. 2008).
Yet there remains a great deal of variance in the degree of transparency among
different aid portfolios at both multilateral and bilateral donors, suggesting that
incentives for aid transparency do exist in some countries and for some multilateral
aid organizations. And it is precisely the effects of this variance that most interest
us here. When donors are transparent about their aid – even if this transparency is
merely an artifact of standard bureaucratic procedures to make organizational
activities matters of public record – the published information enables citizens, the
media, and watchdog groups to scrutinize donor portfolios in a way that they cannot
when aid hides in the shadows of vague bureaucratic reporting.
We argue that knowing that their aid is being scrutinized – or at least watched
with more care – likely motivates politicians and, by extension, IO boards and aid
bureaucrats at transparent donors to monitor the process and outputs of their own
aid projects more closely. In such settings we expect, for example, the development
of procedures for procurement and contracting that make the siphoning of aid to
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anonymous shell corporations more difficult. Such donors also ought to take care to
target their aid more specifically and perhaps even earmark some of it for
improving recipient‐country governance, including projects that combat corruption.
And we ought to see occasions where watchdog groups or journalists use public
information about the aid to shame government officials or IOs and demand reforms
(see Nielson and Tierney 2003).
When thinking about this, it may prove useful to imagine the mindset of a
politician or IO board member whose job it is – given a ministry appointment,
legislative committee assignment, or international appointment – to allocate foreign
aid. The official may operate under a strong transparency regime, where domestic
law or IO bylaws dictate that thorough reports about aid projects are published in a
timely fashion. Or not. And it is this variance that proves key. If the aid portfolio is
transparent, with projects thoroughly described and categorized according to
international standards, the politician can anticipate that others in the aid
community, including NGOs or newspaper reporters, can track the aid, identify
problems, and raise concerns publicly.
Indeed, scandals involving foreign aid gone awry sometimes become quite
prominent, occasionally even prompting serious reforms at the aid organization in
question (see Nielson and Tierney 2003). When indigenous people dressed in
traditional garb show up to hearings decrying the effects of aid projects on their
communities, they grab headlines. When these indigenous people are joined by
environmental NGOs (representing voters) who care about environmental
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protection and taxpayer organizations (representing voters) concerned about their
money being wasted, politicians and their appointees start to pay attention. Aid
officials, aware of this potential, should take greater care with the aid portfolio to
the degree that the public can learn about aid projects and punish them for wasting
money, destroying the environment, or doing other unpopular things in their name.
When aid is vaguely described or broadly categorized, politicians and IO board
members face reduced incentives to monitor the projects to ensure that their
intended purposes are realized. After all, who will ever know?
In this paper we do not attempt to explain why some donors are more
transparent than others. We merely note that the variance in donor information
generates different incentives for politicians and bureaucrats working under the
alternative transparency regimes. More transparent regimes generate greater
incentives for politicians and their agents to undertake better scrutiny of projects
funded by their organizations. Corruption should go down in recipient countries
that receive significant aid from these transparent donors. On the other hand, less
transparency enables greater hidden action. Corruption should logically follow.

Data and Measurement
To undertake an empirical analysis of the effects of donor transparency on
recipient corruption, we construct a time‐series cross‐national dataset covering 95
countries between 1989 and 2004 for a total of roughly 1300 country‐years. This
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timespan was selected because of current data limitations on key explanatory
variables.

Dependent Variable: Recipient Corruption Levels
We use a measure of corruption developed by the International Country Risk
Guide (ICRG), which ranks countries on perceptions of corruption using a 6‐point
scale (with 1 indicating severe corruption and 6 indicating no corruption). The
ICRG, like most other measures of corruption, surveys experts each year to obtain
scores on perceptions of corruption in all of the countries included. To capture
broad trends in corruption rather than year‐to‐year fluctuations, we use a three‐
year rolling average of ICRG corruption scores, taking care that all of these years
occur in time after our independent variables to avoid the possibility of direct
reverse causation.
This measure of corruption is attractive because of its relatively broad coverage
among developing countries that are recipients of aid as well as its substantial
temporal coverage (from 1984 onward). However, some countries are missing from
this dataset, presumably for non‐random reasons. In particular, we might expect
that the ICRG omits countries that hold little or no interest to western businesses
and investors, and the omissions may be correlated with corruption. In future
research, we plan to use multiple imputation to estimate corruption scores for
developing countries that are not in the ICRG dataset, but for now we resort to list‐
wise deletion of missing country‐years.
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Independent Variable: Donor Transparency
Our goal is to measure donor transparency regarding aid projects in a way that
captures our intuition that more information about aid reduces possibilities for
corruption of the aid process. At the project level, our goal is to measure the amount
of information available about the size, scope, target, and objectives of an aid
project. Conveniently, the AidData/PLAID 1.91 database provides information for
assessing donor transparency at the project level – because AidData represents an
attempt to collect comprehensive project‐level data on the universe of aid, we can
use the availability of information in AidData as a proxy for the transparency of a
given aid project.
We underscore that this is merely a proxy. A full assessment of the transparency
of given donors would do more than simply tally the number of fields reported for
each project. One could independently assess the amount of information on a donor
website, in donor annual reports, in project documents made public, in agency
evaluations, in the percent of public project audits, in the length of project
descriptions in publicly available datasets, and so on.
That said, we argue that our simple measure is a good starting point. Throughout
its history, the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of the Organization of
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has required member countries to
complete an annual survey and submit responses about their aid activities. Most –
though by no means all – governments comply at least at the minimum required
level. But other governments provide more extensive information than required.
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When we have inquired why some donors provide greater information than the DAC
requires, the response is that such donor organizations desire to be forthcoming
about their aid and the information is readily available in their aid information
systems. The ready availability of such information generally results from the
reporting requirements at the country level. Politicians and, ultimately, voters
monitoring the more transparent organizations apparently have succeeded in
extracting more information about the aid. Greater breadth of aid information thus
generally results from more stringent reporting requirements placed by the
principals on the aid organizations, be they bilateral or multilateral.
Thus, to construct a project‐level measure of transparency we identify 55 fields
in the AidData/PLAID 1.91 dataset that we surmise ought to contribute to the
transparency of a project. This information was either reported by donors to the
OECD’s Creditor Reporting Service (the case for most bilateral donors) or AidData
staff members collected the information from donor documents or websites (the
case for most multilaterals). While the number of fields reported in AidData likely
does not capture all available information about the aid, it does likely encompass
most of the information that is readily accessible and thus effectively in the public
domain. In the count of 55, we include fields that identify projects, project managers,
project purposes, financing details, and implementing agencies. The specific fields
used are listed in the appendix. For each project in the database, we count the
number of these fields that are populated and use this as our project‐level measure
of transparency.
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In Figure 1 we chart the median number of fields reported for a selected set of
donors for their aid projects allocated between 2003 and 2008. There is significant
variance in the number of fields reported, with the ordinal ranking conforming
generally – though not perfectly – with other metrics of aid transparency (see
Easterly and Pfutze 2008, Kharas 2010). Figure 2 demonstrates for a smaller select
set of donors that the median number of fields reported has changed over time –
even in recent history since 2003 – for several donors.
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Figure 1: Ranking of selected multilateral and bilateral aid organizations by median
number of fields listed in AidData, 2003‐2008.
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Figure 2: Median number of reported AidData fields for selected donors from 2003
to 2008.

Skeptics may reasonably worry that some of these fields are more important
than others. For example, our intuition suggests that long descriptions of projects
and information about the channel through which a project is delivered might be
especially important bits of information for any third party attempting to hold
governments or contractors to account. Thus, they are, arguably, more important
indicators of transparency than some of the other fields. However, weighting fields
in this way is likely to be contentious and there is little a priori information we can
draw upon to determine how the fields should be weighted. We hope to administer
a survey of aid practitioners asking them to rank each of these fields in importance,
which would allow us to place more weight on important fields. For the moment,
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our measurement implicitly presumes equal weights – a contestable assumption
that each of the fields is equally important.
From our project‐level definition of transparency as the number of populated
fields, we develop a measure of aid transparency for each recipient‐year. To do this,
we simply examine all of the projects received by a recipient country in a given year
and tally the median number of populated data fields for all of these projects (we
use the median, rather than the mean, to make the measure robust to outliers). This
variable, Median Coverage, is our primary variable for measuring aid transparency
at the recipient‐year level. We also believe that multi‐year trends in aid
transparency are more important for determining corruption outcomes than year‐
to‐year fluctuations, so we calculate the 5‐year moving average of Median Coverage,
which we call Median Coverage (5 year).
This measure may be counterintuitive because aid transparency is typically
conceptualized in terms of donors: “How transparent is Danish aid relative to aid
from the United Kingdom?” However, for our purposes, we need a measure that
captures a slightly different question: “How transparent is the aid received by
Zimbabwe relative to the aid received by Uruguay?” Our measure answers this
recipient‐level question.2

If we had started off by measuring donor transparency and then tried to map this to
recipients, we would be relying on the assumption that donors are equally transparent with
different recipients, which may be a faulty assumption.

2
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Figure 2: Distribution of Median Coverage (5 year) for the 1313 recipientyear
observations used in our sample.

In practice, relatively few of the 55 fields we consider have coverage. In the
sample for which we estimate models, the minimum observed value of Median
Coverage (5 year) is 9 and the maximum is 22, with a mean of 13.6. The full
distribution of Median Coverage (5 year) is shown in Figure 1. Descriptively, the
recipient country‐years with the worst data coverage are Saudi Arabia, Venezuela,
and Taiwan in the early 1990s. If we average median coverage over all years in the
sample, then Kuwait and Saudi Arabia have received the least transparent aid in our
dataset while South Africa, Albania, and Serbia have obtained the most transparent
aid. If instead we look at average transparency by year, there is a clear trend of
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increasing transparency over time (within the time‐frame of our study), with the
lowest average data coverage in 1991 and the highest in 2003.

Matching Design
Our prior expectations about aid transparency and recipient corruption lead us
to the conclusion that confounding, also called endogeneity, may compromise our
empirical analysis if left uncorrected. Specifically, it is implausible that aid
transparency is randomly assigned to recipients; instead it seems most likely that
aid transparency is conditioned on the characteristics of recipients and their donors.
Most problematically, we might expect that donors consider recipient corruption
when they decide how transparently to report information about an aid project. It
may be the case that transparent donors prefer to give their aid to less corrupt
countries, potentially inflating a naïve estimate of the effect of aid transparency on
corruption. However, it could also be the case that donors fear capture of their aid
in corrupt environments so they are more transparent when they give aid to corrupt
countries in order to limit the ability of the recipient to simply funnel aid into elite
bank accounts. Or there may be some more complicated relationship between
recipient characteristics and subsequent aid transparency.
We use propensity score matching methods, adapted for our time‐series cross‐
sectional data structure, to account for these selection effects. Propensity score
matching is a nonparametric method for processing data in preparation for
subsequent estimation of causal effects. In effect, matching tries to fix the “broken”
experiment that gave rise to the data we observe. If aid transparency had been
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assigned randomly, estimation of the causal effect of aid transparency on
subsequent recipient corruption would be relatively trivial. Our objective with
matching is to account for the systematic differences between countries that receive
different levels of aid transparency by matching countries that have similar values
of the factors that determine aid transparency. We then assume that after
accounting for the systematic parts of the aid allocation process, there is still some
randomness in the process such that identical countries might still get somewhat
different levels of aid transparency. We exploit this randomness to estimate the
effect of increased aid transparency on corruption for countries that were similar
prior to receiving the aid.
There are numerous matching methods and vigorous debate about which are
best for estimating causal effects. We present the results of two different styles of
matching: (1) subclassification on propensity scores and (2) exact matching on past
corruption followed by onetoone propensity score matching. With both, we find that
aid transparency has a positive effect on subsequent recipient corruption.

Subclassification on Propensity Scores
We perform our first matching procedure and subsequent estimation in the
following steps, each of which we discuss in detail below.


Define the treatment, define the units of observation, and define the target
causal effect.



Estimate a model for how treatment is assigned to recipient‐years.



Use this model to calculate propensity scores for each unit.



Divide the sample into subclasses based on the propensity scores.
20



Estimate a regression model within each subclass to estimate the
treatment effect.



Combine the subclass estimates into a single estimate – the average linear
effect across all units.

We define the unit of observation to the country‐year and our treatment is the
variable Median Coverage (5 year) defined above. The outcome of interest is
subsequent corruption scores, averaged over the three subsequent years. Thus, the
causal question motivating our analysis is “what is the effect of the past five years of
aid transparency on the next three years’ level of corruption?” 3
To account for the non‐random allocation of aid transparency, we estimate a
statistical model predicting the level of transparency of the aid that a given country
receives in a given year. As we measure it, Median Coverage (5 year) is continuous
so we use a hierarchical linear model with recipient‐level random intercepts.
The choice of predictors to include in this model of recipient‐level aid
transparency is very important. In particular, we need to include every variable that
influences a recipient’s level of aid transparency that might also be a correlated with
subsequent corruption. To elaborate this set of covariates, it is helpful to think
about the possible sources of confounding.
First, it could be that aid transparency is assigned based on a recipient’s
previous levels of corruption and that previous corruption is correlated with

Recall that our Median Coverage (5 year) is averaged as well. For example, we are
estimating the effect of aid transparency between 1990‐1994 on corruption levels in 1995‐
1997.

3
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subsequent corruption. We therefore condition on the 5‐year lag of corruption in
the propensity score model. (Note that all variables in this model will be lagged 5
years so that they are all pre‐treatment.)
Less directly, we might worry that international norms about corruption and
transparency influence both donors and recipients. In particular, if international
actors are shaming donors for being less than transparent in their aid giving and
also shaming recipients about having corrupt business practices, then this might
induce spurious correlation between transparency and subsequent recipient
corruption. We account for this by including the average level of Median Coverage
(5 year) across all recipients as a covariate in the propensity score model. This
accounts for any time trending in average transparency.
The final major path for endogeneity to operate is through the donors
themselves. First, different donors that are more or less transparent in general
might select to give aid to different types of recipient countries for reasons such as
colonial ties, trade ties, alliances, and so on. Many of these reasons might also be
correlated with recipient corruption outcomes; for example, colonial ties that
influence who a recipient’s primary donors are might also have shaped its legal
origins and legacy and might thus be correlated with current levels of corruption. In
this case, it is helpful to think about the experiment we might have wished to run:
we would have liked to have the same donors give aid to the same types of countries
but randomize the amount of information reported about the aid, making it either
high or low. In the absence of randomization, our goal is to make comparisons
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between recipients that have similar donors and similar characteristics, but that for
(arguably) random reasons had differing levels of median aid transparency.
We thus include as covariates the amount of aid from each of the 17 bilateral
OECD donors. The intuition behind this is that if we are comparing recipients that
have similar donor profiles, then subsequent differences in corruption levels
between these recipients are not attributable to donors selecting to aid certain
recipients over others. Although conditioning on the donors could solve the
problem entirely, we also condition on the other variables along these potentially
endogenous causal pathways. We include indicator variables for former colonies of
the UK, France, Portugal, Spain, Belgium, the Netherlands, and former Soviet
satellites. We also condition directly on recipient trade flows with most of the OECD
donors, as well as an indicator for states that have a military alliance with at least
one donor country.
Finally, we round out the set of covariates with a standard collection of variables
from the corruption and aid allocation literatures measured at the recipient level:
democracy, respect for political rights, GDP per capita, population, regional
indicators, and an indicator for the Cold War. We acknowledge that this may seem
like a “garbage‐can” regression. This is in fact the goal – by conditioning on as many
pretreatment covariates as possible, we decrease the likelihood that our results are
spurious.
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Propensity Score Results and Subclassification
The results of the propensity score model are shown in Table A1 of the
Appendix. The coefficients on the predictors should probably not be interpreted
causally (note that a propensity score model does not need to be causal), but the
estimated effects are suggestive. We find that aid transparency is clearly not
randomly assigned – there are substantial and meaningful differences between
country‐years that receive different levels of aid transparency.
First, we note that all three of the categories of potential confounders we
described above seem to matter for predicting levels of aid transparency. Past
corruption is a strong positive predictor of subsequent aid transparency. This is not
a causal model so we should be careful with interpretations beyond correlation, but
this does suggest that donors may take care to spell out more details about their
projects that go to corrupt countries. This is promising for our results – if past
corruption is the main confounder, then if anything, a naïve model will
underestimate the effect of aid transparency on corruption. Second, we note that aid
transparency is clearly time‐trended and that the average global level of
transparency strongly predicts transparency at the recipient level. By controlling
for this variable, we avoid the possibility that this trending biases our results by also
being correlated with trends in corruption levels.
Finally, we note that some aid donors appear to be less transparent than others,
so recipients that receive more aid from these donors have lower Median Coverage,
although almost none of these differences are statistically significant. Other types of
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ties to particular donors are significant – in particular, strong trade ties to a few of
the smaller OECD donors decreases aid transparency. We also find that alliances
with donors decrease transparency and, more surprisingly, that more democratic
countries get less transparent aid (although we are controlling for corruption, so
this is a partial effect).
Having estimated a model predicting aid transparency at the recipient‐year
level, we now use it to generate propensity scores for each recipient‐year. In the
case of a binary treatment (ex, “transparent or not”), propensity scores are typically
calculated by estimating a logistic regression predicting the treatment status of each
unit. The predicted values from this logistic regression (ranging from zero to one)
are then used as the propensity scores for each unit. In this setting with a simple
binary treatment, the propensity score can be intuitively interpreted as the
probability that a unit is assigned treatment. These propensity scores can then be
used to match or subclassify the units in the sample; by comparing units that have
similar propensity scores, analysts will be comparing units that had similar
probabilities of receiving treatment, so actual assignment to treatment or control
will be (hopefully) up to chance.
Propensity scores are also a linear combination of the covariates in the
propensity score model, so propensity scores provide a one‐dimensional summary
of the many‐dimensional differences between units. Thus, within a matched sample
or within matched subclasses, we are comparing units that have relatively similar
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values of the covariates predicting treatment. In short, rather than making extreme
comparisons, the use of propensity scores allows us to compare “like to like.”
Our treatment is a continuous variable so we cannot use standard matching
methods developed for binary treatments without arbitrarily dichotomizing a
continuous variable. Instead, we use a relatively new set of methods which use
generalized propensity scores to create balance with multi‐valued or continuous
treatments (Dyk and Imai 2004).
The basic intuition is the same as for propensity scores extracted from a logistic
regression predicting binary treatment. However, we have used a linear model to
estimate the model predicting aid transparency. As with the logit case, we simply
take the predicted values for each unit as the generalized propensity score or
“balancing” score. This no longer can be interpreted as the probability of treatment;
instead it is the predicted level of aid transparency for a given country‐year.
Following the logic of propensity scores in the logit case, country‐years that have
similar balancing scores will have similar values of the background covariates. The
major difference between propensity score methods with binary treatments and the
generalized propensity score methods we use for our continuous treatment is that
we require the assumption of linearity of the causal effect.
We collect the predicted values from the linear regression and subclassify the
dataset into seven equally sized subclasses of observations based on these
propensity scores. This is roughly in keeping with the rule of thumb developed by
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Cochran (1953) and extended by Rubin (1973) that using 5 or more subclasses
removes roughly 90 percent of the bias for many applications.

Results
Within each subclass, we estimate the subclass causal effect by estimating a
linear regression in which the outcome is Corruption and the treatment is our
Median Coverage (5 years). We include some of the same covariates from the
propensity score model: the global average of Median Coverage, Corruption lagged 5
years, Democracy, Political Rights, Aid levels, Population, GDP per capita, and
regional dummies. We also include country‐level random intercepts. Because we
are estimating this model on subclasses of the data specified by propensity score
ranges, the results within each subclass will be less model dependent than the same
regression estimated using the entire sample (Ho et al. 2007). If we have
successfully accounted for the factors that influence aid allocation,4 then the
estimated coefficient on Median Coverage can be interpreted causally, as the effect of
aid transparency on recipient corruption within the subgroup. We can then
calculate the overall linear average effect by calculating the weighted average of the
subclass estimates, with the weighting corresponding to the number of observations
in each subclass.
Figure 2 shows the results of the seven models, one for each subclass, as well as
the combined causal estimate (the average treatment effect) for all units, and the
We cannot rule out that some unobserved and un‐theorized variable is possibly driving
our results, although we consider it unlikely.
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naïve estimate that we would have obtained if we used the hierarchical model
without subclassification on propensity scores. The coefficients shown are only the
coefficients on Median Coverage. We do not report the coefficients of the control
variables in these models because, after matching, these other coefficients have no
causal interpretation.
The results show that aid transparency, as measured by data coverage, has a
positive and statistically significant effect on subsequent donor corruption. In
substantive terms, the effect is surprisingly large – if donors were to move from
reporting 10 fields to 20 fields, the average recipient would experience an increase
in their corruption score of roughly 0.3, which is non‐trivial on a 6 point scale
(remember that higher numbers mean less corruption on this scale). If the effect
were much larger, we would begin to question the credibility of our analysis.
It bears noting that the effects of donor transparency on corruption levels do not
appear to be uniform across the subclasses. That is, for the recipients in the highest
two subclasses most likely to receive transparent aid, more transparent aid within
those subclasses appears to be associated with greater corruption. These results
are somewhat puzzling, but it may be the case that those recipients with the most
transparent aid have little practical room to improve: they are already at the lower
levels of corruption and can only worsen from their current position. More analysis
will be necessary to tease out the implications of the heterogeneity across the
subclasses.
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We note also that the magnitude of combined effect is surprising: can the fact
that donors make more information available about aid projects really shift
aggregate measures of recipient corruption? One possibility, referenced above, is
that this information gives watchdog actors a substantial leg up when trying to
police governments to deliver promised aid in its intended form. While this
information may represent just a few cells in our data matrix, it may be that even
one additional cell gives aid constituents and activists additional leverage to fight
the corruption of aid projects. And especially in countries that are highly aid
dependent, reducing aid corruption may substantially reduce aggregate corruption.
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Figure 2: Estimates of the average effect of the past five years of aid
transparency on corruption levels in the subsequent three years. The “No Matching”
is obtained by estimating the hierarchical model described in the text using the
entire sample without any matching or subclassification. Low numbered subclasses
had the lowest predicted levels of aid transparency while high numbered subclasses
had high predicted aid transparency. The estimated causal effect within each
subclass is shown and the average treatment effect (ATE) is the average effect for
the seven subclasses, weighted by the number of observations in each subclass. “N”
shows the number of country‐years in each subclass.

Another possibility is that aid transparency, as measured by data coverage, is
really picking up on an underlying dynamic between donors and recipients. It may
be that “donor transparency” is best thought of as a latent characteristic that can be
measured with changes in data coverage but that operates primarily through other
channels. For example, it may be that “anti‐corruption‐minded” donors report more
information about their projects, but that they reduce recipient corruption via more
direct means of pressure – coercion, the threat of withholding aid, anti‐corruption
training, etc. If this story is correct, then data coverage is a proxy for donor
transparency, not a direct measure of it, and this substantial effect is not just the
effect of additional data cells. Our data are unable to adjudicate between these two
possibilities, though for theoretical reasons we prefer to interpret the results for the
effects of Median Coverage (5 year) as a proxy: donor transparency for given
projects merely reflects the greater level of scrutiny the aid organization faces
overall, which as a whole induces more careful attention to where and for what
purposes the aid money flows.
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Exact Matching on Past Corruption Followed by One‐to‐one Propensity Score
Matching
Our analysis is open to several criticisms. First, our approach to matching is
hardly a common one in the applied matching literature. We have chosen to take on
the additional assumptions necessary to use matching with a continuous treatment;
most applied researchers might instead make the choice to dichotomize the
continuous treatment and use a matching method other than subclassification. We
are concerned about dichotomization because arbitrary dichotomization of a
continuous treatment ensures violations of the key SUTVA assumption that there are
no hidden versions of treatment.5 Once we dichotomize aid transparency at some
arbitrary threshold, a “1” may mean an aid transparency level of 14 for one country‐
year and of 20 for another country year.
However, we acknowledge that subclassification has weaknesses. In particular,
although it bounds the imbalance on the covariates within each subclass, it relies
heavily on the linear model to remove any remaining selection effects operating
within subclasses. Intuitively, observations within a subclass are close, but not as
close as if we had performed one‐to‐one matching.
To examine the sensitivity of our findings to alternative matching methods, we
use the following procedure. First, we dichotomize the treatment variable, coding

SUTVA is the Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption that is necessary for most modern
styles of causal inference. Formally, this assumption requires that the potential outcomes of
treated and control units be conditionally independent given the covariates. Informally, this
implies that there are no interactions between units and that there are no “hidden” versions
of treatment.
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everything with Median Coverage (5 years) greater than 15.5 as “1” and everything
with fewer fields as “0.” This new dichotomous treatment might be informally
conceptualized as an indicator variable for “exceptionally good coverage.” We then
perform a two‐stage matching procedure. First, we are again concerned about past
corruption as the primary confounder in our analysis, so we match exactly on the 5‐
year lag of corruption scores. This means that when we eventually fit a model to the
data, we will be comparing countries that had exactly the same distribution of
previous corruption prior to getting different levels of aid transparency/data
coverage.
Then, within the 6 strata defined by the exact matching (one for each value taken
on by the corruption score), we estimate a propensity score model identical to the
one used for subclassification except that this time we use logistic regression
because the new treatment is binary. Rather than subclassifying, we instead match
treated units to the control unit that has the most similar propensity score, which
gives us one‐to‐one matches for the treated units. There are fewer treated units
than controls (by design) so we discard the control units that don’t get matched to
the treated units (meaning that they look substantially different from the treated
units).6 We then recombine the matched data from the 6 subclasses into a single,
more balanced dataset and estimate the same regression model as before on the
matched data using the binary treatment indicator.

Some people are uncomfortable with the way that typical matching methods discard data.
More data is only better for causal inference if the data is comparable on relevant
covariates. If matching discards observations, it is because these observations were
irrelevant for estimating causal effects.
6
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Figure 3 shows the results from using this matching procedure. We again find
that increased coverage has a positive effect on subsequent corruption levels.
Substantively, the effect is again relatively large: receiving “treatment” of high
Median Coverage leads an improvement in corruption score of roughly 0.25. We
note that this result is on the same order of magnitude as the finding in the previous
section, suggesting that different matching methods recover the same result.
This matching method has the weakness that we dichotomized at an arbitrary
point – we might get different results at different cut‐points. However, since both
matching methods seem to agree on the direction of the relationship, it seems
plausible that increased transparency in aid data leads to less corruption in aid
projects.
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Figure 3: A model of the effect of the past five years of aid transparency on
corruption levels in the subsequent three years using a matched dataset that was
formed by exact matching on past corruption followed by one‐to‐one propensity
score matching. Black points are statistically significant coefficients (and their 95
percent confidence intervals) and white points are statistically insignificant.
Coefficients for some controls such as regional dummies are not reported. [Fix Typo
in Title]

Conclusion
We are encouraged by the results, but by no means do we claim the findings are
definitive. More work remains to develop different proxies for aid transparency,
including the weighting of different AidData fields according to their perceived
34

importance. We will also multiply impute the missing data to help guard against
sample bias. It may also make sense to assess the effects of aid transparency for
multilateral and bilateral donors separately. Additionally, we plan to select
individual cases systematically and qualitatively trace through the historical
processes to ascertain if the causal mechanisms we posit actually occurred in the
cases. So, as is often the case in such research, there is much more to do.
However, if the findings hold through these future iterations of the project,
readers ought to see the results as significant not just statistically but also in
substance. While most in the aid community – despite their fierce debates over
other questions – have called for greater transparency in foreign aid, much about
aid still hides in the shadows of international relations. Even seemingly simple
information such as the financial terms of the aid, the implementing agent, and the
amount of money disbursed are often left blank in official reports. It is one thing to
justifiably decry this lack of information for the non‐disclosure it represents. And
from a normative perspective, we join our voices with the chorus.
But it is a step beyond these prescriptive calls for action to present robust
statistical evidence that failure to transparently report aid leads to increased
corruption among recipients. With this paper we have made a strong first move in
this direction. And the results, while supporting our initial hypothesis, even
surprised us in the potential magnitude of the causal effects. Our overarching point,
supported by these preliminary findings, can also be put more hopefully: if donors
really want to reduce corruption among their aid recipients, and we have strong
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reasons to believe this is the case for many donors, then donors themselves may
significantly dampen corruption by making their aid more transparent in the first
place.
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Appendix
PLAID Fields Used to calculate project transparency
donor_project_id
crsid financing_agency
contact
role_of_contact
recipient
implementing_agency
channelcode
channelname
borrower
beneficiary
commitment_amount
commitment_amount_currency
commitment_amount_usd_constant
commitment_amount_usd_nominal
total_project_cost
total_project_cost_currency
total_project_cost_usd_constant
total_project_cost_usd_nominal
disbursement_amount
disbursement_amount_currency
disbursement_amount_usd_constant
disbursement_amount_usd_nominal
title
title_original_language
short_description
long_description
long_description_original_language
additional_info

additional_info_original_language
Plaid_flow_type
Flow_name
Flow_code
number_repayments_per_year
repay_type
Loan_term
grace_period
interest_rate
grant_element
Cancelled
repay_date_first
repay_date_last
untied_amount_usd_nominal
partial_tied_amount_usd_nominal
Tied_amount_usd_nominal
received_amount_usd_nominal
irtc_amount_usd_nominal
expert_commitment_amount_usd_nominal
export_extended_amount_usd_nominal
export_credit_amount_usd_nominal
outstanding_amount_usd_nominal
arrears_principal_amount_usd_nominal
arrears_interest_amount_usd_nominal
future_ds_principal_amount_usd_nominal
future_ds_interest_amount_usd_nominal
interest_amount_usd_nominal
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Table A1: A Propensity Model for Median Coverage (5 year)

Median Coverage (Year Avg.)
Australian aid (5 year avg)
Austrian aid
Belgian aid
Canadian aid
Danish aid
Finnish aid
French aid
German aid
Italian aid
Japanese aid
Dutch aid
New Zealand aid
Norwegian aid
Swedish aid
Swiss aid
US aid
UK aid
Corruption (lag 5)
polity2 (lag 5)
Aid p.c. all sources (lag 5)
CIRI political rights (lag 5)
CIRI political rights^2 (lag 5)
GDP p.c. (lag 5)
GDP p.c.^2 (lag 5)
ln(Population) (lag 5)
Ln(Population)^2 (lag 5)
ln(Aggregate donor trade) (lag 5)
ln(Aggregate donor trade)^2 (lag 5)
Donor Alliance (lag 5)
UK colony
French colony
Portuguese colony
Spanish colony
Dutch colony
USSR satellite
Belgian colony
Continued on the following page

Estimate
1.55**
1.59
‐3.87
‐3.74
3.05
‐0.510
‐0.612
0.931
0.302
‐1.51
‐0.149
‐2.98
‐671.3**
2.36
3.58*
‐6.33
‐0.0278
0.595
0.142**
‐0.022**
‐0.040**
0.032
‐0.0029
1.57*
‐0.092
‐0.370
0.021
0.109
0.0040
‐0.048*
0.196
0.192
0.024
0.271
0.706
0.605
‐0.457

Standard Error
0.058
2.22
3.59
3.81
3.46
4.43
9.29
1.18
0.183
1.14
0.171
2.77
210.3
5.69
1.73
8.46
0.220
1.028
0.036
0.0077
0.015
0.037
0.0035
0.746
0.047
0.383
0.020
0.087
0.0029
0.019
0.286
0.298
0.332
0.325
0.655
0.581
0.572
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Continued from previous page
Estimate
Standard Error
Colony of other
0.162
0.340
Socialist
0.465**
0.166
Cold War (lag 5)
‐0.039
0.094
Cold War × Socialist (lag 5)
‐0.534**
0.119
War (lag 5)
0.0089
0.078
Sub‐saharan Africa
0.296
0.321
Latin America
‐0.129
0.327
Middle East/North Africa
0.034
0.352
East Asia/Pacific
‐0.393
0.329
Trade with Ireland (lag 5)
‐0.026**
0.0096
‐0.038
0.037
Trade with Italy (lag 5)
Trade with Luxembourg (lag 5)
‐0.041**
0.0083
Trade with Netherlands (lag 5)
‐0.177**
0.049
Trade with Norway (lag 5)
0.013
0.0098
Trade with Portugal (lag 5)
0.0080
0.0090
Trade with Spain (lag 5)
‐0.0024
0.014
Trade with Sweden (lag 5)
0.0087
0.013
0.017
Trade with Switzerland (lag 5)
‐0.0043
Trade with UK (lag 5)
‐0.026
0.031
Trade with Japan (lag 5)
0.019
0.022
Trade with New Zealand (lag 5)
‐0.016*
0.0066
Constant
‐11.9**
3.3
N
1229
Number of countries
88
R squared
0.72
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. Model includes country‐level random intercepts.
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